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1. INTRODUCTION

From a practical decision point of view, product innovation 
is considered as being "risky”. There are profit opportunities, 
but also the risk of heavy losses is involved. Marketing people 
and financial decision makers focus on the risk of investment in 
the wrong product-markets and engineers emphasize the problems 
of technology, construction, design and manufacturing.

From an economic theorists point of view (K. J. Arrow 1971) 
investment in research and development, market research etc. is 
seen as ways of reducing risk and uncertainty, as it is invest
ment in information about future environment. However Information 
is costly, both in aquisition and computation.

It is often assumed that decision makers have different com
petence in handling of information etc., and some individuals 
may be more "entrepreneural" than others. Put somewhat more dif
ferently, the "competence-difficulty gap" (R. Heiner 1983, 1988) 
being a measure for the degree of complexity that a decision ma
ker is able to cope with differs among individuals in an organi
zation. This is corresponding to Herbert Simons "bounded rationa
lity", and claiming that the bounding is unequally dispersed. 
Entrepreneurs are usually being considered as risk taking and mo
tivated by "entrepreneural rent" (R. P. Rumelt 1987). This leaves 
little room for "optimizing" the product (design, assortment, etc 
as it is often referred to in textbooks.
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The purpose of the paper is therefore to identify sonv typi
cal patterns of uncertainty in innovation and to discuss some 
ways of coping with it. An appropriate question is therefore 
whether application of analytical models suffices in solving the 
problem of uncertainty or whether solutions should be sought el
sewhere i.e. as a problem of organization design or institutio
nal rules, organizational culture.

The paper appraises the analytical approach to decision maKing 
under uncertainty Three standard patterns of uncertainty are 
identified. In the 3rd section, an attempt is made to apply some 
contributions from institutional and evolutionary theory of the 
firm in facilitating the search and selection processes of pro
duct innovation.

The 4th section is a discussion of further researc and a 
conclusion.

2. THE PROBLEM

Product innovation implies different technical and practical 
tasks. In short, there are the strategic decisions of product- 
markets, diversification, choice of techniques in manufacturing 
and products, detailed operational planning of projects and pro
duct planning. At a more abstract level, we can identify many 
interrelated actions of "search" and "selection". These facilita
tes the firms ability to innovate and adapt to changing environ
mental conditions. Basically, the firm's product-markets repre
sent its "zone of exploitation" while the R and D strategy and 
projects are some of the means of exploiting this zone of ex
ploitation. This paper follows the tradition of viewing product 
innovation and especially diversification as a complex relation 
of excess capacity of assets (e.g. human capital and indivisible 
capital capacity) and appropriateness problem in market contrac
ting (D. Teece 1982, 1987).

One reason for uncertainty being a problem is the change in 
environmental conditions in a general sense. We can distinguish 
between two facets of this. Complex and dynamic environment is 
likely to pose an uncertainty problem, since the firm may not be 
able to know which the Important variables aire and even less 
quantify the values even stochastically (B. Loasby 1984). The op
posite of this would be a firm working in a stable but complex



environment. This is analogous to a virtuos musician who after 
considerable time of practising learns the skills that are nes- 
sesary to convince his critical audience that the performance is 
good. Once learned, the musicians can rely on this skill because 
the taste of critiques does not change (very much). If the con
stancy condition was changed, however, the situation would be 
different. • Assuming that some Btochastic element was introduced 
in the taste of concert audiences changing between classical, 
jazz, rock, romantic, etc. musique the related techniques of 
playing would cause unbearable insecurity for the performers. If 
we even assume that each concert implies the first performances 
only, then genuine uncertainty would prevail. It is under such 
circumstances that a completely new type of musicians would 
emerge. This new type would have the skill of "reading" the au
diences based on weak clues and delivering the type of perfor
mance that was "drawn" that night.

The situation described would sound ridiculous as to music, 
but it is in fact a more realistic (though may be radical) des
cription of business for innovating firms. The real problem-exists 
when the environment is dynamic and complex at the same time. 
If we look at existing standard solutions for such firms the eco
nomic theory offers little. The theory of uncertainty is cha
racterized by two different schools. The Arrowian view holds that 
uncertainty implies that there are different sets of possible 
worlds. For each of these, we have a complete description, but 
we do not know which description is to be drawn as in a lottery. 
We do know, however, the likelihood attached to the drawing of 
the different worlds. Another view in this question in that the 
view given by Arrow should be called "parametric" uncertainty, 
since the variables constituting the environment are given as pa
rameters. The real problem is what is refered to as "genuine" or 
"structural" or "Schackl.lan" uncertainty (R. N. Langlois 1984). 
Traditional normative models on product innovation, technology 
management etc. address the uncertainty problem as a parametric 
uncertainty problem. The logical structure of such models is 
usually based on some variant of "expected utility" framework. 
These problems have been widely discussed in the literature and a 
number of related but distinct theories, such as "prospect theo
ry", "regret theory"- and "perspective theory" have been pro
posed (J. L. Ford 1987; A. Tversky, D, Kahnemann (1986). Even in 
risk situation, decision makers may be led to "irrational beha-



vior" by the "framing effects", implying that choice under risk 
depends very much on the formulation of the problem. A slight 
change in the precise words, but without changing the substance 
matter may completely alter the outcome> oven by professional de
cision makers. Most solutions to the uncertainty problem are 
based on a parametric view simply in order to facilitate formal 
modelling. This paper assumes that in innovation decisions there 
is a  nontrivial degree of structural uncertainty.

There are also important aspects of the problem that can be 
interpreted as a risk problem. These would be the case with 
variables that are known and can be subject to a stochastic 
variation. Product innovations, that only marginally differ from 
the existing products on the market, may fall into this category. 
Demand is in general known, technology is known, the main competi
tors, too. Competitors' aggressiveness and temporary economic 
fluctuations may be subject to variations within well known li
mits. This is what it takes to treat problems of product innova
tion as risk. Usually even the above specified conditions would 
be requiring too much information. A firm only knows what happe
ned "yesterday" on the consumer market and even "simple" pro
ducts occasionally are subject to rapid t.echnolog-ical changes. 
This will sometimes be the case in radical product innovation, 
not the least when it is also a matter of diversification.

Another strong critique, following a diffeient line, holds 
that the optimization postulate leads to infinite regress. This 
critique has been proposed by Sidney Winter (S. G. Winter 1971, 
1975; R. R. Nelson, S. G. Winter 1982). Optimizing implies an 
infinite regress in acquisition of information since in order to 
know whether a decision is optimal you need more information to 
assess the optimality and more information to assess the assesse- 
ment of the assecsement etc.

Even if we assumed that a decision made by an operations mo
del (such as the theory of product innovation suggests) all costs 
of applying the model and all analyses of variables not included 
in the model, would cause information costs to Increase. Because 
of problems of self-reference the model could not assess its own 
optimizing. No matter how sophisticated the model, something' 
would have to be left "outside" that would have to. be optimized 
in addition to the model, i.e. some set of optimal rules for ap
plication. This leaves us inevitably with a "satisfying" solution 
as the "optimal solution". This is sHll a static view of the



firms behavior. A more promising view would be to include the 
temporal dimension, and therefore ovolutipn.

An important question is how firms adapt to changing environ
ment. A hypothesis would bé that the more radical external de
velopments, the more dynamic the firm must be to keep up. Con
versely, it may be argued that a dynamic and may be loosely 
coupled firm may be less fit for survival than a closely knitted 
bureaucracy in stable environments.

As in the example above, the firm could rely on its operating 
routines if the environment was reldtiVely constant, but if dyna
mics is introduced as well, the firm has to be in flux to have 
its routines constantly adapting to the changing environment. In 
order to survive in changing conditions, firms have to search for 
new product markets and techniques as an integrated part of the 
routines. Biologically, there r<re two "strategies" that species 
adopt to survive in "hardship" and varied environment. These are 
flexibility and a high mutation rate (R. R. Nelson, S. G. Winter 
1982).

The first is found in "higher" species being able to shift 
among sources of food, shelter etc. In different environments. The 
other is found in "lower" species, such as insects. A great level 
of variety in genotypes permits at least some offspring to survive 
in environments that parents do not survive. Looking at firms, 
the former may have some resemblance to larger, often divisiona
lized firms being able to change technology and markets, while 
the second is closer to entrepreneural one-person firms. This 
means in other words that the distinction between entry/exit vs. 
simply change in product line may find its biological analogy. 
Although this should be taken with great caution, biology can 
give some useful insights as to the survival patterns of diffe
rent types of firms. Another insight can be gained form Haldane's 
problem. Selection processes may select groups of genes. This is 
sometimes known as "kinselection", whereby some genes that would 
not be fit by themselves, survive by their affiliation to other 
genes (M. Smith 1982). Applied in economics, a firm with nu
merous product lines may be unaware of which product lines are 
the profitable ones. The problem of indeterminancy of fixed costs 
makes it difficult or even impossible to sort out the losers. This 
paper only deals with "larger" firms that are aible to redesign 
their organization and with a reasonable degree of specialization 
of functions, etc. These firms usually have some degree of forma
lized corporate planning.



Looking at the decision problems of product innovation, wo 
can distinguish between two standard patterns of uncertainty. The 
first pattern will exist when the firm has a well-defined, well- 
-known market for its new product. Then the problem is one of 
searching and selection of a statistactory product. It is ba
sically a technical type of problem in addition to design and 
testing of the product. This type of problem is prevalent, but 
not the most radical one. Assuming that the firm has a product 
(or at least approximately), the problem would be to identify a 
market. Two additions are requisite. Firstly, it is not very li
kely that total ignorance exists in the two patterns. The firm 
knowing the market, probably has some idea as to what kind of 
product would be appropriate. The other addition is that the 
ignorance can combine the two types. Then the situation would be 
one of diversification. The firm would have excess capacity due 
to economics of scope, and be in partial ignorance as to appro
priateness, market demand, competition, technical regime etc. So
- what can be a satifactory solution to this problem, assuming 
that organizational learning is possible? As D. Teece (1982) sta
tes we are likely to find a solution that internalizes the ope
rations, i.e. some way of internal organizing rather that just 
leasing excess capacity at the "open market".

3. THE FIRM

Focus of attention is on the firm. Much of this knowledge is 
embedded in the firms routines. These can be seen as analogous 
"to human skills and performed through the firms standard ope
rating procedures. Just as human skills are partly tacit, orga
nizational knowledge is entangled in the firms"s running opera
tions (R. R. Nelson and S. G. Winter 1982; S. G. winter 1987j 
D. Teece 1982, 1987).

Routines can be identified in multiple levels such as opera
ting routines carrying on frequent and recurrent tasks and higher 
order routines that are routines to control other routines. Focus 
of attention are higher order routines, or ,lmetaroutines". These 
are routines to change routines and routines that are usually of 
strategic importance. These routines would typically be routines 
covering product-market portfolio, investment, finance, organi
zation design, search routines and selections of projects and



products - in short routines for strategic resources allocation. 
These decisions are not always routine, for instance, a lot of 
firms do not have any sort of formal strategic planning - typi
cally small and medium-sized firms. It is almost inconceivable 
that a firm will routinize an operation that is not taken as a 
problem. But if the firm once in its time of existence has lived 
through a crisis due to radical environmental changes, such as 
major technological change, complete change in markets of govern
mental nigulation, and survived this, its strategic alertness will 
probably change. Such alertness is by itself a sign of a higher 
order routine, and especially if it has led to routinely environ
mental scanning, assossement of capabilities etc. -It is impor
tant, though, to reject the claim of J. Schumpeter (1942) that 
all innovative activity would be routinized in big monopolistic 
firms. Firstly, because a monopolistic firm would have limited 
incentives to be innovative and, secondly, because routinization 
of all activity inevitably would lead to an infinite regress,
equal to the "optimization" argument above./

гл . SEARCH PROCESSES

Corporate entrepreneurs or "intrapreneurs” are persons being 
able to bring their insigts into organizational change. Typically 
this are ideas for new products, new markets, or otner invest
ments. The firm's organizational task is to identify these per
sons and put their ideas into use. It is likely that a firm that 
is encouraging people to be innovative also receives many sug
gestions, especially if innovation is rewarded accordingly. The 
firm may also be more restricted ex ante as to whom It will re
ceive ideas from. Some large firms may have staffs engaged in 
search activities, "venture departemente", "new venture managers" 
etc. in addition to R and D, marketing etc. Such a departement 
would use a bureaucratic way of searching, even though personnel 
may be chosen by their previous successfull search activities.

J. L. Austin (1978) has developed a typology for creativity 
that fits our purpose very well. Hiś typology consists of 4 clas
ses:

Chance I "Blind luck" . ,
Chance II "the Kettering principle"
Chance III "the Pasteur principle"
Chance IV "the Disraeli principle".



The first chance type simply indicates Just passively waiting 
for something to happen by accident or "blind mutation" as in 
biology. In social life, the next chance process, the Kettering 
principle is more important. This principle favors activity and 
curiosity. No directed search is in action, only general curio
sity and willingness to experiment and explore. Persistence, some
times led to the extreme, awaiting that there might be "some
thing" may be required.

Increasingly important, the Pasteur principle requires syste
matic and directed search. This is what R and D departments, bu
siness development groups, consulting firms etc. do. This type of 
chance is absolutely demanding as to knowledge and systematic 
persistence. Most types of applied research fall into this cate
gory. Finally, the Distraeli principle is something quite diffe
rent. This is the type of chance that is very personal and fa
vors certain types of individual action. These are the whole bio
graphies of the few selected persons that come into action here, 
very much like the Schumpeterian entrepreneur with specific in
sights and competences. The problem, then, is one of selecting 
and organizing. There are several choices for ways of organizing 
search activities. Chance I and II do not put special require
ments of organization, but III and IV do. They even do so in a 
partly contradictory way. The systematic search processes lead 
us into some of the characteristics of "big science". This is 
application of management means of control and direction and the
refore "bureaucracy". Chance IV is not accomodated by bureaucra
cy, rather subversed, and the proper organizational form is 
rather loose, "adhocratic" of market oriented; Still the syste
matic storage of knowledge that comes from chance III is im
portant. Therefore some trade off relation beween III and IV. 
The problem is to build a knowledge base, and later to use it for 
entrepreneural purposes. This dynamic problem is what innovative 
firms must cope with. The market-oriented way would let organi
zation members do their own attempts to get ideas and form teams 
for the experimenting activity. This is an activity in which 
search and selection are very much interrelated, assuming that a 
person gets an idea for a new product. The first selection hap
pens just after the idea is conceived. If it survives, then suc- 
cesive stages of self-selection by that person take place. If he 
or she still believe in the idea, then an attempt to convince 
others takes place. Every time this happens a new phase of selec



tion takes place. The first real test is whether an investment 
decision is made or not. If we assume that the venture team is 
formed by a voluntary organizing, the next move would be to ac
quire resources for an investment decision. In the early Schumpe
terian analysis (J. Schumpeter 1934), this is an activity that 
takes place aside existing firms, and if successful, the result 
would appear as a new firm. As Schumpeter suggested later on 
(1942), innovations happen within the organization of an existing 
firm, thus there would have to be a (hierarchical) investment 
function. We may even call it a "bank" containing financial, 
technical and human capital. These would be the resource entre
preneurs who compete to pursue their goals. Therefore, assuming 
the existence of a firm of a certain size, division of labor, 
hierarchical decision making, the "bank" would be taking some of 
the strategic decisions as to selection of projects. This implies 
a corporate form similar to the one developed by D. Schon (1967). 
It consists of a hierarchical apex, controlling strategic decisions 
and permanent running of operations such as manufacturing, tech
nical infrastructure, distribution, etc. The projects are tied to 
this apex in a satellite manner. Strategic operations reveal 
permanent structural configurations, while the satellites (pro
jects) are much shorter lived. If sucessful, they are adapted 
by the permanent operations of the firm until eventually abando
ned at some later time when products have reached maturity. Simi
lar to the view of loose organization structure when uncertainty 
is considerable, we would expect the ratio of the firm's resour
ces tied in projects to Increase with increasing velocity of 
change and uncertainty.

3.2. SELECTION PROCESSES

There is usually made a distinction between at least two very 
different selection processes (A. A. Alchian 1950; P. van Parijs 
1981). The selection process par excellence is "natural selec
tion" or "economic natural selection" indicate that it is an 
analogy to biology. NS works at selecting ex post carried out ac
tions in a way of letting firms survive or not at the market. As 
indicated earlier this is not a simple matter, as Haldanes kin- 
selection problem exits. But going bankruptcy usually indicates 
strongly that a firm is not found fit for survival. The other



mechanism - "reinforcement" is of quite a different kind. It is 
more a psychological mechanism. At its most primitive, it cor
responds to skinner s psychology, but also more sophisticated hu
man processes, such as organizational learning and transmission 
of knowledge through socialization are contained here. On the 
other hand, natural economic selection suggests a blind searcn, 
the reinforcement mechanism implies directed search in which de
cision makers formulate hypotheses, guess about the future and 
make decisions. This will be extended below.

3.3. SELECTION AT MARKET LEVEL

Selection at market level is the ultimate selection mechanism 
affecting a firm. This is the selection that implies survival or 
not by a single firm in a population/industry (branch). This type 
of selection is studied primarily by A. A. Alchian (1950) and his 
followers, but more recently by R. R. Nelson and S. G. Winter 
(1982). Meanwhile Chicago School views only use the selection 
concept to save the rationalization postulate, Nelson and Winter 
develop a genuine analysis of the firm in a biological analogy. 
It is not clear, however, that market selection is the only type 
of feedback mechanism working on the firm. This view hints at a 
complex relation between selection and search within firms in 
which an other feedback mechanism affects the firm in addition 
to market selection. It is even possible that selection is more 
or less replaced by another mechanism. This other mechanism is 
"reinforcement" A reinforcement mechanism "works" directly on 
the mind of decision makers. The concept is taken from the be
havioral psychology of Skinner. Applied directly to our problem, 
the effect is that certain possible trials of search are not tried 
at all.

3.3. SELECTION AT i'IXM LEVEL

At firm level selection means selection of project (and pro
ducts). This type of selection implies that decision makers try 
to guess or forecast which project will be successfully selected 
by the market. This type of selection implies that search is not 
a blind random walk, but a type of behavior that is conscious



and subject to learning. Therefore in the short run, economic 
"natural" selection is of less importance than the reinforcement 
mechanism since it discounts the possible ex post selection by 
ex ant# searching courses that facilitate the firm's ’’fitness". 
In the long run or if the innovative activity fails to provide 
fitness, selection plays its role after all.

3.4. THE USE OF MODELS IN SCREENING PROCESSES

Models play a considerable role in screening processes. Ty
pically in the form of a more or less formalized checklist. These 
models are assume, at least by their developers, to be able to 
solve the uncertainty problem, but as argued above, they cannot 
solve the problems. Modern models are often complex and contain 
procedures of systematic data collection and computation through 
operational research methods. These models are often "branded 
goods" marketed by market research agencies. Due to apprppriat- 
ness problems these models are often kept "in house" and custo
mers only forward data and receive computed output. If these mo
dels are not sufficiently "customised" and the operations known 
by the user, the application can lead to "unlearning" of tacit 
knowledge. The process is intended to remove information hand- 
dling from the tacit to the articulated sphere. If the opera
tions of the model then is outside the control of the real de
cision maker, the whole process may appear obscure and inacces
sible.

The less formalized types are identical to simple rules of 
thumb and simply provide the decision maker with a list of de
cision makers and what they should consider. The communications 
that sometimes only cover a few' pages should not be underestima
ted. Only some few comments made by a competent person may be 
based on considerable tacit knowledge, and similar, there can be 
a complex analysis hidden in some simple clues interpreted by 
such a person. The more or less formalized communications also 
serve as "short hand" communications that may be efficient 
through the organization.



3.5. ORGANIZATIONAL "JUDGMENT" AND THE COST OF INNOVATION

The organization's competence in malting decisions is composed 
of the competences of the individuals it consists of. The organi
zation's efficiency in avoiding errors I and II in selection is 
dependent on tne "architecture". It is argued that a polyarchy 
is better than the bureaucracy in avoiding type I errors but more 
probable to commit type II errors. The question that this raises 
is whether there exists some better state of the world where 
this is kept at some "optimal level", denoting the fitness that 
can be derived. It is obvious that in a dynamic and uncertain 
world, it is necessary to have much experimenting, i.e. avoid not 
taking advantage of the good projects (type I errors). At the 
same time committing too many type II errors will tap the firm 
from financial resources because of losing projects. Other aut
hors have proposed another error concept, that is appropriate to 
our purpose, type III error. This is the error of choosing the 
wrong problems or search directions.

The problem of product innovation is very much one of per- 
ceiving problems (such as functions, needs in the market or by 
customers) that no one else has discovered so far. The problem 
of search and selection processes as a whole is to find a sati* 
factory solution to the combined set of these pronlems. The feed
back mechanisms working would form a complex set. In the long 
run, at least, the firm would be affected by the market selection 
Unless it is given supplementary resources from outside, the firm 
cannot exist if the profit is negative in the very long run. But 
on the other hand there are many firms not really deliberately 
taking account of the market as such. Organizational members so
metimes simply perform certain tasks being reinforced by organi
zational culture and structure. It is possible to imagine that 
organisational culture can explain comparative differences of en
trepreneurship to a large degree. It is even possible to imagine 
that reinforcement restricts experimenting so much that only one 
trial is attempted through the lifetime of a firm. If successful 
it would appear that the market selection is idle or just a 
shadow at the other side of the horizon. The problem is economi
cal in the sense of a resource allocation. As pointed out above, 
the allocation of resources devoted to innovative activity is 
likely depend on the degree of uncertainty. This is partly be
cause entrepreneurs are motivated by the prospect of pecuniary



and Influential rewards, and because the number of projects de
pends on the level of complexity and ignorance. Nonetheless, re
source allocation is subject to discretionary behavior by higher 
level executives. Investments are decided upon. Therefore, the 
problem leads to introduction of two types of competitive pro
cesses. The one is competition among prospective entrepreneurs 
for funding. Given some set of institutional rules of decision 
criteria, projects compete for scarce resources by satisfying 
certain criteria, such as market share, corporate policy, ROI, 
etc. Deciding which selection criteria to apply is also the role 
of strategic management. Recruiting for the CEO or strategic 
apex usually follows a competitive pattern. It may bo highly 
structured, but more often than not the competition is fierce 
although only partly visible. There axe severe problems in this 
recruitement process. The basic problem is what A. A. Alchian 
and H. Demsecs (1972) have refered to as the problem of "team 
production". Lower management compete foi upward mobility by 
pointing at previous merits. Since administrative work has a 
high degree of team production it ia not easy to identify the 
contribution of each team member. If a certain person s contri
bution cannot be identified, that person has some person's of 
"shirking", which is free riding or to hide his or her incompe
tence. Higher level executives recruit their followers, but can 
only rely on certain clues such as overt behavior, verbal skills, 
dressing and most important, the ability to develop a reputation 
Sometimes the problem is partly solved by using consultants. This 
only'replace the problem by another, the choice of consultants. 
If a bad decision has been taken at some moment of time, a "vi
cious circle" appears. On the other hand, a good first decision 
may lead to a benevolent circle of succesive decisions. The point 
is that there is a starting point, that can only rely on some 
initial intuitive knowledge. Otherwise, the result will be an in
finite regress.

The problem of organizational judgement then is a complex one 
dealing with both hierarchy and market type organization. The 
overall structure may be decided as a question of design, but 
more likely the structure will emerge through an evolutionary 
process, basically reinforced but organizational trial and error. 
As to the costs, little more can be said than that the cost is 
higher when uncertainty is higher. A research question is what 
precisely affects the cost of organizational learning under struc 
tural uncertainty.



4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

A possible testable hypothesis leading from this should be 
that innovative firms in dynamic unstable environments adapt to 
this situation by attaining a "loose structure" in which internal 
markets for projects play an important role and that hierarchy ie 
limited to deciding on investments and core business problems. 
Further research can be both theoretical and empirical. Theoreti
cal research can possibly benefit considerably from the recent 
developments in game theory. A relatively simple organizational 
equilibrium concept has been developed by R. Radner (1986) ap
plying the "core" as the general key concept. His model is very 
illustrative, but can only show a static view of the organiza
tion's incentive structure under very simplified conditions. For 
dynamic purposes, the contributions in K. Binmore and P. Dasgupta
(1986) appear as promising. So far it seems that the models are 
not capable of coping with sufficiently complex structures, but 
some simplification may help. One such course could be following 
Mookherjee's (1986) contribution of a single principal multl- 
-agent model. This could model some important relations between 
the entrepreneurs and the policy makers. It will not solve the 
problem of managerial mobility, which could be modelled by path 
dependency models. Remaining is still the problem of integrating 
the partial analyses in an evolutionary framework. It is also 
worth noting that only very recently, game theory has been redi
rected to assumption of bounded rationality and "evolutive model
ling", (K. Binmore 1987). Therefore, one should not expect for
mal modelling of the problem to appear very soon. Empirically, 
the matter is easier in that case studies and "anecdotical" evi
dence show some truth of the above considerations. There are lar
ge firms that are in business with very fast technical and mar
ket transition, of which e.g. IBM and in general microelectronics 
can serve as illustrations.

There are also related issues, such as the "free lance" exis
tence of industrial designers that is often seen to serve the 
purpose of getting very varied inspiration from all spheres of 
society and is often used by firms in businesses where consumer 
habits, tastes and style change very much. Working with very dif
ferent projects, the designers get information and inspiration 
from a vast variety of sources and thereby can have a broader 
perspective than a designer being socialized into specific pat



terns of organizational culture. Further empirical evidence can 
also appear as managers use the ideas to see their success or ab
sence of it (J. B. Barney and W. G. Ouchi (1986).

Related issues are to be found in the so called "user orien
ted product innovation", where firms take advantage of customers 
insights when deciding new products. This is especially seen in 
high-tech industrial products.

The views expressed in this paper differ from those found in 
present-day managerial or planning theories. According to them, 
the management excerts distretionary control on all strategic 
decisions in the process of problem solving. In contrast to this, 
the functional view expressed here is that firms' management only 
partially do so. Due to bounded rationality and evolutionary me- 
chamisms, trial and error processes are fundamental and viable 
solutions are reinforced or selected. A policy consequence of 
this is that management should deliberately restrict their con
trol to general statements such as investments and defining core 
business.
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Tore Krlateneen

ORGANIZACYJNE ASPEKTY PROCESU INNOWACJI PRODUKTU 
W WARUNKACH NIEPEWNOŚCI

Celem artykułu Jest charakterystyka typowych modeli wprowadzania innowacji 
produktu w warunkach niepewności. Autor krytycznie ocenie dotychczasowe spo
soby wyboru metody wprowadzania Innowacji ' (metoda prób i błędów, metoda przy
padku) i prezentuje funkcjonalne podejście do zagadnienia. Sugeruje on wyko
rzystanie instytucjonalnej 1 ewolucyjnej teorii przedsiębiorstwa w celu opty
malizacji procesu wyboru różnych metod wprowadzania innowacji. Wyboru tego do
konuje się na por łomie rynku 1 poziomie przedsiębiorstwa. Równocześnie przed
stawione są sposoby redukcji związanego % tym ryzyka.


